ELEVATION

MY HOME
  MY ISLAND

ELEVATION
Everyone of us keeps the precious memories of his
island deeply in his soul. Even years later, when most
of them already seem forgotten, these marvellous impressions still can be retrieved.
Gnarly olive trees, maturing their fruits under the blazing sun; windmill sails creaking in the wind; a cool
spindrift on a stormy day in our faces; the feeling of
warm sand between our toes; fishermen‘s boats bobbing up and down in the sea; characterful people
defying the elements and knowing how to celebrate
life; a tasty local tidbit on an ancient wooden table,
where generations have already sat before.... often
there‘s just one little stimulus in our daily routine,
which awakes this memory reminiscing about these
times.
Scheucher has extended its collection and recreates
the sense of life and the uniqueness of 19 European
islands, to liven up these associations and special moments underneath your feet every day.
We hope you enjoy our Elevation range!

Karl Scheucher
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KORSIKA
Just like the eponymous isle, the
rough beauty of our Korsika parquet
flooring range never fails to inspire.
The dramatic grain patterns in the
specially-selected oak wood pay
homage to the lofty mountain range,
bearing witness to a rich history and
an untamed strength of will. And yet
the softer, sunny aspects can still be
felt on the velvety surface.

Elevation
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WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

ELEVATION KORSIKA | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 2400 1-strip

KORSIKA
Elevation
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SYLT
Our Sylt collection reflects intensive
formations, evoking a windswept
location amid strong currents, mighty
breaking waves and a foamy sea
spray. The harmonious interplay of
our parquet flooring, in turn, refers
to the wealth of sand arising from a
land in a constant state of flux and
the mild northerly sun.

Elevation

WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

ELEVATION SYLT | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 2400 1-strip

SYLT
Elevation
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SYLT

WOODflor 182 3-strip

ELEVATION SYLT | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 182 3-strip

Elevation
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SYLT
MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

ELEVATION SYLT | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 1800 1-strip

Elevation
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KORFU
Golden beaches at sunset, honeycoloured olive oil and a glass of
resinated, flavoursome Retsina wine
– with its bold accents, the Korfu
parquet flooring collection revives
memories of a Greek vacation,
echoing the warm, unmistakable
light of the Ionian Isles and the
sense of lounging in the sand by
the seashore.
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KORFU
WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222

ELEVATION KORFU | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 140, 182, 222 | Three widths that combine to form our traditional 1-strip
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OTAVA
The delicate coastal fog of the
Finnish mainland, the humidity of
the nearby forests, the many hidden
lakes coupled with clear summer
nights and a wintery wealth of snow
have all added impetus to the Otava
parquet flooring range. Created for
lovers of wide open spaces who place
fine shades and light-filled locations
in pole position.

Elevation
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OTAVA
WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

ELEVATION OTAVA | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 2400 1-strip

Elevation
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OTAVA
MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

MULTIflor 740 45°

MULTIflor 500 60°

ELEVATION OTAVA | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60°

Elevation
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TENERIFFA
The volcanic origins of this isle inspire the balanced yellow and red
components of the Teneriffa parquet flooring range, symbolising
both fertility and lush vegetation.
The auspicious appearance of the
surface radiates a warm sense of cordiality and confident traditionalism
twinned with an earthy affinity for
nature.

Elevation
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WOODflor 182

ELEVATION TENERIFFA | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 182 1-strip

TENERIFFA
Elevation
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MANDO
Mandø has proven to be just as
appealingly rugged as its Danish
namesake, exposed to the elements
and in the colours of a sea-swept
sandy beach. The driftwood-inspired
appearance with its heavily brushed
surface recalls the sensation of fine
sand beneath your feet, and memories of lovebirds in linen suits on balmy
summer evenings.

Elevation
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MANDo
WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200

ELEVATION MANDØ | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 182 1-strip

Elevation
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MANDo
MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

MULTIflor 740 45°

MULTIflor 500 60°

ELEVATION MANDØ | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45°

Elevation
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LOSINJ
It is said that the scent of resinous
pine forests and a salty sea breeze
can be perceived once the eyes has
feasted upon the rustic aura exuded
by Lošinj, with its honest, transversely structured touches. The remarkably gentle brown-grey surface shimmers, varying between natural grace
and airy nonchalance.

Elevation

LOSINJ

WOODflor 182

ELEVATION LOŠINJ | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 182 1-strip

Elevation
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LANZAROTE
An island full of mystical fascination,
archaic and rough, yet placidly
flattering the surrounding, lends its
name to the extraordinary parquet
creation Lanzarote. The fascinating
surface mimics the bizarre scenery
of the so-called island of fire and
reminds of pitch-black solidified lava,
endless ash-fields and the numerous
rugged craters.

Elevation
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LANZAROTE

WOODflor 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200

ELEVATION LANZAROTE | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 222 1-strip

Elevation
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LANZAROTE
MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

MULTIflor 740 45°

MULTIflor 500 60°

ELEVATION LANZAROTE | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45°

Elevation
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FORMENTERA
Formentera artfully mimics playful
smoke rising in the wind, and overlapping silhouettes of roots in misty
forests with bewitchingly graceful contours. Balletic reduction meets dreamy
beach flair, laudably tinged like an
aged Rioja, caressed by delicate notes
of cocoa in subtle increments.

Elevation
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WOODflor 182

ELEVATION FORMENTERA | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 182 1-strip

FORMENTERA
Elevation
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Rugen
Just like the fascinating cretaceous
formations along the coasts of the
eponymous island, Rügen presents itself
both powerful and full of graceful
fragility and captures distinctive
impressions of lonesome natural beaches,
delicate spits, foggy beech forests and
gleaming white chalk cliffs for all eternity
on high-quality oak flooring.

Elevation
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Rugen

WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

ELEVATION RÜGEN | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 2400 1-strip
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Rugen
MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

MULTIflor 740 45°

MULTIflor 500 60°

ELEVATION RÜGEN | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 1800 1-strip

Elevation
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ELBA
Wild honey, fragrant mountain herbs
and spicy barbeque flavours are all
called to mind as you become enchanted by the soft tones of the Elba
parquet flooring range and feel the
gently textured surface. One can
almost hear the sounds of a small
marina, filled with gnarled fishing
boats, cosy tavernas, and
lusty revellers.

Elevation
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ELBA
WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

ELEVATION ELBA | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 140, 182, 222 | Three widths that combine to form our traditional 1-strip

Elevation
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I B IZ A
Amidst the restrained elegance of
the jet-set and the exuberant lifestyle of the party people, the Ibiza
parquet flooring range also conveys
an aura of unspoiled natural gems
and smaller, unexplored bays.
A well-proportioned floor to suit an
array of tastes, blending well into
any living room.

Elevation

I B IZ A
WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

ELEVATION IBIZA | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 222 1-strip

Elevation
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kreta
As the cradle of European´s civilization, the namesake for Kreta sowed the
seeds for the present – our parquet
creation honors this role with a warm,
life-giving color. Dark brown shades
of wood remember of sunburnt soil
and centuries-old beams preserving
pulsing hospitality.

Elevation

WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200

ELEVATION KRETA | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 140 1-strip

Kreta
Elevation
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gomera
With low but emphatic voice,
Gomera tells a story about unspoilt
vegetation, harsh trade winds and
bold rock formations. Parquet fanciers appreciate the marvelously
restrained symphony of fine woven
shades of brown and grey, which
inspire grounded souls and bring
soaring spirits gently down to earth.

Elevation
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gomera
WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200

ELEVATION GOMERA | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 182 1-strip
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HVAR
Wide lavender fields, autochthonous
wine varieties and ancient olive trees
in soothing climate represent the
unique harmony between human
and nature on this sunny island and
take us into a world far away from
daily routine. With its unbiased shades
of grey and beige, parquet Hvar
recreates this awareness of life and
gives us the good and relaxing
feeling of coming home.

Elevation
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HVAR
WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200

ELEVATION HVAR | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 182 1-strip
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ufenau
The varied surface of Ufenau
summarizes a turbulent history: This
parquet incorruptibly emits straight
grace and coarse warmth, whilst
warm and golden hues of balmy
sunsets of apparently never ending
summers shine in-between.
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ufenau

WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222

ELEVATION UFENAU | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 140 1-strip

Elevation
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NAXOS
Once you took this island into your heart,
you‘ll return time and again. Fertile plains,
white sandy beaches surrounded by dunes
and cedars, silver shining olive groves and
secret rocky bays: inspired by an impressive
and diverse landscape and a contemplative
rhythm of life of an almost forgotten era,
parquet Naxos invites you to linger and
enchants you with its incomparable
multifaceted charm.
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NAXoS

WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200

ELEVATION NAXOS | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 182 1-strip

Elevation
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MURANO
The near-alabaster tones of the
Murano range exude the rich
charm of a Venetian town, calling
to mind sunlight streaming over the
whitewashed facades of historical
buildings in the last evening light.
This parquet flooring range is
presented just as stylishly, with a
playful, distinctive surface.

Elevation
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MURANO

WOODflor 182 3-strip

ELEVATION MURANO | OAK | WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 182 3-strip

Elevation
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BRAC
A sea-blue Adriatic sky, fragrant pine trees
emitting tangy air into the winds, which gently
lead the tip of the famous „Zlatni rat“ into different directions by means of the ocean current.
However, the true treasures of this island that
added impetus to this almond white parquet
creation Brač are shimmering white limestone
walls and quarries with precious cuboids,
which frame the landscape and whose famous
marble of Brač graces venerable buildings and
monuments around the world since the
antiquity till eternity.
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Brac
WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

ELEVATION BRAČ | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 2200 1-strip

Elevation
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Brac

MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

ELEVATION BRAČ | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 1800 1-strip

Elevation
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Brac
MULTIflor 740 45°

MULTIflor 500 60°

ELEVATION BRAČ | OAK | MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45°

Elevation
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ELEVATION

WOODflor 3-LAYER PARQUET
NOVOLOC® 5G

ELEVATION

MULTIflor 2-LAYER PARQUET
NOVOLOC® 5G

Surface finish:

Surface finish:

PRODUKT
HIGHLIGHTS

SEDA

PRODUCT
HIGHLIGHTS

Approx. 3.6 mm wear layer from
selected solid wood

+ NOVOLOC® 5G interlocking system

SEDA

Approx. 3.6 mm wear layer
from selected solid wood, can be renovated several times

+ NOVOLOC® 5G interlocking system
+ WORLD NOVELTY Chevron flooring

+ 3.6 mm solid wear layer
+ Front edge impregnated

Core layer of quarter-sawn

+ Suitable for underfloor heating

European softwood –

+ 3.6 mm solid wear layer

+ Glue-down installation

with small gap

+ Front edge impregnated		

+ Floating installation

between elements

+ Only 9.8 mm installation height		

in NOVOLOC® 5G click system

Approx. 6.2 mm base layer:
Plywood birch, 5-ply
water resistant glue

+ Chevron flooring 45 ° and 60 °
+ 1-strip

+ Laying pattern variants		

14 x 140 x 2200

+ Perfect for underfloor heating

14 x 182 x 2200
+ Special theme Chevron flooring

14 x 222 x 2200

740 45° and 500 with 60°
+ 3-strip

2-layer parquet

14 x 182 x 2200
+ 5 different dimensions
floor board length
1200 / 1800 / 2200 / 2400 / 2200 3-strip
Total thickness 9.8 mm
Low installation height for an excellent

2 mm spruce bottom

junction to other floor types

veneer sanded

Ideally suited for underfloor heating,
thermal insulation resistance 0.058 m2K/W
Plywood inserts at both ends

NOVOLOC®

Glue-down installation

NOVOLOC®

Easy, realiable, rapid & clean

Easy, realiable, rapid & clean

– 5G interlocking system

– 5G interlocking system

on the front side

Elevation

(water-resistant) with integrated locking tongue

Ends with hydrophobic impregnation

on the front side

Ends with hydrophobic
impregnation, prevents humidity and
reduces creaking of wood
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ELEVATION
Otava

MANDO

WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 140 | 182 | 222

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 2200 | 2400

SYLT

IBIZA

gomera

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 2400 | 9.8 x 222 x 2400 mm | 6 pieces/pack = 3.197 m2, 40 packs/pallet = 127.880 m2
Suitable for underfloor heating. RT = 0.058 m2K/W

WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 222 | 14 x 222 x 2200 mm | 6 pieces/pack = 2.930 m2, 32 packs/pallet = 93.773 m2
WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200

WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200

KRETA

TENERIFFA

ELBA

KORFU

LANZAROTE

Suitable for underfloor heating. RT = 0.101 m2K/W

WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 182 | 14 x 182 x 2200 mm | 6 pieces/pack = 2.402 m2, 40 packs/pallet = 96.080 m2
Suitable for underfloor heating. RT = 0.101 m2K/W
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 2200 | 9.8 x 182 x 2200 mm | 6 pieces/pack = 2.403 m2, 50 packs/pallet = 120.150 m2
Suitable for underfloor heating. RT = 0.058 m2K/W

WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200

WOODflor 182

WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222

WOODflor 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200

WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 140 | 14 x 140 x 2200 mm | 6 pieces/pack = 1.848 m2, 56 packs/pallet = 103.488 m2
Suitable for underfloor heating. RT = 0.101 m2K/W

KORSIKA

LOSINJ

BRAC

FORMENTERA

ufenau
WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G 182 3-strip | 14 x 182 x 2200 mm | 6 pieces/pack = 2.402 m2, 40 packs/pallet = 96.080 m2
Suitable for underfloor heating. RT = 0.101 m2K/W

WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

HVAR

WOODflor 182

NAXOS

WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

Rugen

WOODflor 182

WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222
RELOC
element for WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G

NOVOLOC® 5G

MURANO

SYLT

NOVOLOC®

With the reliable NOVOLOC® 5G interlocking system
planks are simply locked together, aligning themselves
automatically click by click.

RELOC

By using RELOC you can comfortably change the direction
of installation on fully glued down parquet floors, which in
turn enables an easy installation throughout several rooms
without any transition gaps and therefore significantly
improves your productivity. Available on special order for
all articles of WOODflor NOVOLOC® 5G.

Surface SEDA
Natural surface finishing with high-quality
oils and waxes.
WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200

WOODflor 182
MULTIflor 2200

WOODflor 140 | 182 | 222
MULTIflor 2200 | 2400

WOODflor 182 3-strip

WOODflor 182 3-strip
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ELEVATION
OTAVA

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45° | 500 60°

MANDO

LANZAROTE

ELEVATION

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 1200 | 1800

SYLT

OTAVA

MANDO

MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

LANZAROTE

BRAC

Rugen

MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

MULTIflor 1200 | 1800

INSTALLATION PATTERNS
Emotions are visualised in lively patterns.
Patterns make life colourful and substantial.
They are linear and at the same time playful.
Dignified and progressive. Unusual and well known.
MULTIflor 740 45° | 500 60°

MULTIflor 740 45° | 500 60°

BRAC

Rugen

MULTIflor 740 45° | 500 60°

CHEVRON FLOORING
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60°

MULTIflor 740 45° | 500 60°

MULTIflor 740 45° | 500 60°

CHEVRON FLOORING
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45°

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60°
CHEVRON FLOORING
9.8 x 140 x 500 mm | 60°
A-strips and B-strips separately
14 strips/pack = 0.980 m2,,
98 packs/pallet = 96.040 m²
A-strips and B-strips separately.
RT = 0.058 m2K/W

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45°
CHEVRON FLOORING
9.8 x 140 x 740 mm | 45°
A-strips and B-strips separately
14 strips/pack = 1.450 m2,,
42 packs/pallet = 60.917 m²
A-strips and B-strips separately.
RT = 0.058 m2K/W

Elevation

HERRINGBONE HORIZONTALLY INSTALLED
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45° | 500 60°
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 1800 | 9.8 x 140 x 1800 mm | 10 pieces/pack = 2.520 m2, 49 packs/pallet = 123.480 m2
Suitable for underfloor heating. RT = 0.058 m2K/W

BRICK PATTERN only A-strips and B-strips
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45° | 500 60°

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 1200 | 9.8 x 140 x 1200 mm
10 pieces/pack = 1.680 m2, 49 packs/pallet = 82.320 m2
Suitable for underfloor heating. RT = 0.058 m2K/W

PARALELL PATTERN only A-strips and B-strips
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45° | 500 60°
Products of ELEVATION MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 1200, 1800, as well as

Surface
SEDA (oiled/waxed)
Natural surface finishing with
high-quality oils and waxes:
- Breathable, healthy indoor climate
- Permeated with deep protection
- Water- and stain-repellent
- No static charge
- Partial repair capacity

500 60° and 740 45° are manufactured in a calm and natural grading.
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stairbox
The carefully refined floors of Elevation range stand out from a crowd of similar products like islands in the ocean and create truly uplifting feelings. The same applies to our staircase-system - the whole range is available for every desired staircase and ensures a harmonious overall view
in your home.

care & maintenance
A specially developed range of cleaning and care products enhances the natural hues of your wooden floor. These nurturing products
protect and preserve the beautiful sheen and individual character of the wood. Gentle treatment essences ensure the surface remains
smooth yet hard-wearing. Please pay attention to our care instructions to keep your parquet flooring in optimal condition.

Elevation
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